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Anees Maani
LINES



A Collaboration with Barehands: Vol 1: Asian Artists Residency Project
Featuring Anees Maani at Galeri Chandan

A phone call from artist Juhari Said was all it took for us without a hesitant thought to get all 
geared and hyped up to work together with contemporary sculptor of rare intellectual proportions 
Anees Maani from Jordan. 

Our allegiance with Juhari go way back with his appointment as the second director for Kembara 
Jiwa (Traveling Soul) - a highly successful and well received Malaysia contemporary art exhibition 
by Galeri Chandan showcased at the Fukuoka Art Museum, Fukuoka, Japan in 2013.

Our commitment in pursuing a need to build new audiences in recognising the evolution of 
excellence in the three dimensional art / sculpture has led us to the introduction to professional 
and newly emergent sculptors from the likes of Japanese sculptor and artist Mamoru Abe which 
has brought him to Kuala Lumpur where his solo show entitled "Occurrence" was held at our 
space in 2014.

And lo and behold as fate has it we reconnected again all due to a consistent trust to our team 
through a Japan-Malaysia-Jordan camaraderie and hence a cooperative collaboration with Anees 
Maani was built thanks to Juhari Said and Mr. Abe.

Our participation and effort to nurture a conducive ecosystem in numerous community art 
projects in the local art scene has made us realised that a reflexive act is the best way in making a 
new movement to a non expiring collective culture.

Hence the acceptance of an invitation to take part and collaborate with Barehands was sealed.

Barehands is an Asian Artists Residency Project, an initiative that collaborates artists from 
Indonesia, Philippines, Japan, Jordan, Taiwan & Malaysia. This project has begun in 2010 and has 
extended into Malaysia since November 2014. In April 2015, the project has been prolonged to 
Amman, Jordan and then followed by another joint effort in Bandung, Indonesia in November 
2015. In Bandung, the project was then officially named Barehands Asian Artists Residency 
project. Later in April 2016, Barehands continued its venue in Fukuoka, Japan.



The group then continues to expand in Malaysia from April to May 2017. The fringe shows are 
planned to be in 6 different host-studios located around Kuala Lumpur, besides the grand opening 
at National Art Gallery Malaysia from 16 May - 16 July 2017. Anees Maani is one of the 6 artists 
chosen to be a part of this group show and this time around, Galeri Chandan has agreed to host 
his second solo in Malaysia.

Anees Maani's travel and art-making has started here since 2006. His first solo in 2014 entitled 
"Kayu" was held when he was an artist in residence at AkaldiUlu, Hulu Langat, Selangor. His 
easygoing manner, always smiling and joyful personality is portrayed in his sculptures where a 
rooted platform of something solid and real is seen inexplicably placed.

We present to you "Lines"; a collection of what a good range of machines, tools, a vast experience 
in woodworking and the imagination on forms in nature and their evolution in searching for a 
resemblance to something we know. Of people, of different environments and areas on earth.

Shukran Anees. 
Mabrook Tahanina.



Anees Maani : The Shapes Of Time

The form needs emptiness to emerge, as the thought needs silence.

Anees Maani has certainly learned how to see the essence of things from his homeland, Jordan, 
and from the desert, open and diversified, extending in all directions out of sight; of which the 
artist has explored countless times the vast and remote territories. Or maybe even from the 
precious secrets hidden in the famous archaeological site of Petra, in Jordan's southern desert, 
dating to around 500 B.C. which Anees knows well.

These are the ancient and universal roots of human being that Anees sings through stone and 
wood; through a form that does not describe, but claims its being. The poetry of form has no 
boundaries and communicates to the soul deep contemplation.

Observing his sculptures we find ourselves on the 
edge of being lost in an unknown language – 
primordial - even if everything is so strangely 
familiar. Anees allows life to completely permeate 
his being; he observes the paths of it, outlines its 
contours to contain it whole, without ever reducing 
life to a mere concept. He leaves free this flow to 
express the fullness with a disarming simplicity; 
what is true flows like water, effortlessly.

Anees began working with stone and bronze, in the 
naturally mineral-rich Middle East environment. 
Nowadays, as he lives surrounded by rain-forests in 
Malaysia, he dedicates himself to wood with great 
passion and curiosity. However, any material is 
given voice in his hands and echoes a vision in the 
search for something absolute, universal and free 
from representation.



The research that drove him into the arms of creation 
is above all related to relevant observations of forms 
in nature and how these have evolved in the 
space-time of distant and different cultures and 
environments. He then sculpted artworks being 
often inspired by the rock formations and the effect 
of the action of natural phenomena such as erosion, 
cracking, bending, from the observation of plants, 
insects; perfects symmetries and asymmetries. Of 
how the leaves grow on a branch or two wings of 
dragonfly segmenting the air...

The second important key in Anees’ artworks is the 
study of how the simple ancestral forms, originating 
from different geographical regions, have been able 
to travel through time until today almost unchanged 
and always charged with their mysterious power. The 
artefact-symbols, earliest aesthetic expressions of 
the human species, scattered anywhere in the world.

Like colours and sounds, the shapes are ancient elements of consciousness expression. Forms 
rounded or pseudo-geometric, simplified symbols of cosmic elements as the sun, full and empty, 
interlocking, balance, mass, weight, rhythm, etc.

Anees illustrates, through his art, the dichotomy of the human experience of time, between 
repetition that can be problematic and limitless innovation that can be chaotic. In my opinion the 
artist has found a centre of balance between past and present, between archaism and modernism, 
reaching that universality worthy of being called art.

Benedetta Segala
Artist and Curator
Merbok, Kedah Malaysia - April 2017



Anees Maani began his career as a sculptor of stones. Now in his mid-career and resident in 
Malaysia, he has extended far beyond his comfort zone of stone carving into new materials found 
in abundance across Asia such as tropical wood and bamboo. He works carefully within the 
parameters of the materials found in Asia which are mainly determined by humidity and water, but 
the angles, curves, lines and geometrical shapes, which are fundamental to the structure of his 
sculptures, evoke the minimalistic characteristics of his native Jordan. It is a curious and 
fascinating mixture of elements that continues to surprise and delight our visual sensations. 

Dr. Tony Donaldson
Kuala Lumpur 
April 2017





LINES

My research is on the evolution of forms in nature and in human culture from different 

areas and environments on earth. I use sculpture to explore and enjoy life, after a long 

time of living in a desert, I am currently living in a tropical environment, exploring a 

huge variety of natural forms found in the Jungle, some of those forms in plants and 

insects have made it into my recent sculptures displayed in this exhibition.

Anees Maani
Malaysia

April 2017



Untitled    Wood    85 x 67 x 30 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    77 x 78 x 18 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    105 x 16 x 20 cm    2017

Untitled    Wood    96 x 14 x 17 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    85 x 78 x 65 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    62 x 41 x 15 cm    2017 Untitled    Wood    67 x 53 x 15 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    152 x 90 x 159 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    231 x 154 x 44 cm    2017



Untitled    Wood    195 x 69 x 20 cm    2017



Untitled    Aluminium    33 x 23 x 8 cm    2015

Untitled    Aluminium    45 x 23 x 9 cm    2015

Untitled    Aluminium    28 x 21 x 8 cm    2015





ANEES MAANI www.aneesmaani.com

EXHIBITIONS :
   
2016 "Seeds", solo exhibition at Run Amok Gallery, Georgetown, Malaysia. 
2014 "Kayu",Third solo exhibition, Artelier Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
2013 Second Solo Exhibition, Kunsttraject, Amsterdam.
2008 First solo exhibition, Zara center, Amman.  

Group exhibitions in Sweden, Malaysia, Bahrain, Jordan, China, Japan and Indonesia.
   
WORKSHOPS :

International Sculpture Symposium, National Gallery of Fine Arts, Jordan, Amman 2006, 2008, 2010, 2014 and Aqaba 2016.
Art residencies in Malaysia 2006, 2010 and 2014, Jordan 2015, Indonesia 2015 and Japan 2016.
World Wood Day, 2014 China and World Wood Day Collaborative project Turkey 2015, Nepal 2016 and USA 2017.
Several International Art Workshops, Jordan, Tunisia, Bahrain and Scotland.
   
EDUCATION :
   
1996 – 1998 Apprenticeship in sculpture, under the supervision of Nazih Oweis, Amman, Jordan.
1992 – 1994 Studied Architecture at the Building Academy, Volgograd, Russia.

born 1973, Jordan.
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Juhari Said
Galeri Chandan

All Barehands members
Nafila Maani

Everyone that helped with realising this exhibition

Special thanks to :

concept + design : fami hurrae.design@gmail.com



This catalogue is published in conjunction with
the solo exhibition - LINES by Anees Maani

at Galeri Chandan, Kuala Lumpur,
from 12th May – 4th June 2017.
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